
Environmental Strategies :  

Green Wall + Green Roof 

Floor openings with vegetation 

Evaporative cooling (Misting) 
Geothermal Cooling System  

Skylights & Clerestory 

Integrated PV panels   
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Floor openings with vegetation 

Green roof +Green wall 

Skylights & Clerestory 

Evaporative cooling system (misting) 

sunlight 

Skylights: diffuse the direct beam sunlight 
striking it, sending the light down into the room 
below in many directions, producing a softer, 
more uniform illumination. It can remove that 
gloomy feeling when rooms are inadequately 
illuminated.  
 

Daylight 

Roof scoop sees widow 

and becomes indirect light 

source 

Street Light Diagram 

Clerestory : It is high windows above eye level. 
The purpose is to bring outside light. The direct 
sunlight reflected by the surface then the light is 
reaches indirect to provide soft and more 
comfortable light.  

Green roofs are visually attractive. 
The variegated coloring of 
flowers, grasses, and wild herbs is 
more appealing than stark black 
or white monolithic surfaces. 
Green roofs can transform urban 
wastelands into urban gardens. 
Green roofs are energy-efficient. 
They are cool in the summer and 
can be as effective as white roofs 
in reducing the urban heat island 
effect. The thermal mass of the 
soil reduces heat gain and loss by 
averaging temperature extremes. 

Green roof  

Green Wall 

Green walls are found most 
often in urban 
environments where the plants 
reduce overall temperatures of 
the building. "The primary cause 
of heat build-up in cities 
is insolation, the absorption of 
solar radiation by roads and 
buildings in the city and the 
storage of this heat in the 
building material and its 
subsequent re-radiation. 

Panel components 

Floor openings provide 
diffuse natural light that 
enter into the space to 
light them up with soft 
light . 
In addition, vegetation 
are added to enhance 
the view inside the 
building and provide the 
feeling of outside 
connection to inside 

As seen in 3D floor opening with vegetation can be seen 
In the first floor  as the opening extend from the floor till the 
Roof to get max benefit from the daylight and trees view. 

 
If the inlet air is taken from the side of the building facing 
away from the sun, and is drawn over a cooling pond or 
spray of mist or through large areas of vegetation, it can 
end up several degrees cooler than outside air temperature 
by the time it enters occupied spaces.  

Pairing a large outlet with a small inlet increases incoming wind speed. 

Wind direction to provide evaporative cooling 

Wind 

Inlet opening 

Outlet opening 


